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Extending IP connectivity to autofocus-zoom cameras
Active Silicon have launched their first IP Ethernet autofocus-zoom block camera, adding IP
network capability to their Harrier camera and interface board range.
Applications for these versatile cameras are numerous and range from networked surveillance
to connected industrial inspection. For example, the Harrier 10x AF-Zoom IP Camera with
Tamron MP1010M-VC offers a lightweight and compact 1080p camera solution which is ideal
for remote monitoring, traffic & transport, robotics and ROVs.
Benefits of the IP cameras include low-cost cable range of up to 100m, easy connection to
standard PCs and Ethernet infrastructure, industry standard camera control interface (ONVIF),
and compatibility with third-party ONVIF compliant software.
The IP Ethernet video stream is provided by the Harrier IP Camera Interface Board. With the
help of a powerful SoC processor, the board converts the LVDS output of the Harrier camera to
a low latency H.264 IP video stream over RTP. The board is compatible with all LVDS output
cameras, extending IP video output to all of the robust, high-quality Harrier range of cameras
that includes models with global shutter and up to 40x zoom.
Software examples are provided with the free Harrier IP SDK (software development kit). VISCA
commands can also be sent to the camera via the ONVIF server, enabling full control of all
camera features. Customized text and graphical overlays can be added to the live video stream.
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Harrier 10x AF-Zoom IP Camera

This press image is available in our image
gallery.

The interface board can be purchased as board-only or as part of a pre-assembled complete
camera solution; board versions with power over Ethernet (PoE) and wireless IP interface
options are also available. The IP evaluation kit enables easy evaluation of Harrier IP cameras.
More information on the Harrier 10x AF-Zoom IP Camera can be found on the Active Silicon
website.
---- Ends ----

Links for online publication:
Active Silicon website: https://www.activesilicon.com/
Harrier 10x AF-Zoom IP Camera (MP1010/MP1110):
https://www.activesilicon.com/products/af-zoom-ethernet-ip-camera-mp1010/
Harrier IP Camera Interface Board: https://www.activesilicon.com/products/harrier-ip-camerainterface-board/

About Active Silicon
Active Silicon, a Solid State plc group company, designs, manufactures and supplies imaging and
embedded vision systems that enable the capture, processing, and transmission of image data in high
performance and critical environments. World-class products include innovative embedded systems for
IoT and related applications, pioneering autofocus-zoom cameras and high-speed image acquisition
cards that support continuous real-time, high-resolution image capture. Established in 1988, Active
Silicon has a longstanding, global customer base and Active Silicon’s products have applications in many
areas of industry, science, and technology - including advanced manufacturing, life sciences, robotics,
medical imaging, security and defense.
For further details, visit www.activesilicon.com
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